EVENT | Judith Chafee: Geographical Powers
Tuesday, January 23
6-8 p.m.
Special Collections

Our new exhibition "Judith Chafee: Iconoclast" is currently on view. Don't miss the opening event featuring Associate Professor of Architecture Christopher Domin, who examines Chafee's impact on architectural style and the growing movement for more environmentally-conscious building practices and structures. Following the lecture, there will be a reception in our exhibition area.

Pictured: Rieveschl House by Judith Chafee

NEWS | UA Libraries Helps Faculty Re-imagine the Classroom of the Future

Collaborative learning spaces are transforming the classroom experience for both students and instructors. Unlike a traditional lecture course, these high-tech spaces allow for a more student-centered, active learning environment. The largest one on campus can be found in the Science-

Engineering Library.

Assistant Professor Zoe Cohen (Physiology) says: "It's changed how I get my students to think about the concepts, and not only do my students enjoy it, but my enjoyment of teaching has increased 110 percent."

Our Collaborative Faculty Room, which recently opened in the same library, provides instructors with a space to practice using the innovative tools found in collaborative learning spaces. These include large display monitors, iPads that act as interactive whiteboards, a digital overhead projector, and a telepresence device that lets long-distance collaborators control their view. Learn more.

NEWS | Leave a Legacy at UA Libraries

Have you considered including the Libraries in your will? It is simple to do and creates a lasting impact for the Libraries. Once you have provided for loved ones in your will, please consider including a gift of money, stock or retirement funds to the Libraries. Your gift will provide a lasting tribute, while guaranteeing the Libraries' long-term
future. For further information on how to include the Libraries in your charitable giving plans, please contact Hilary Van Alsburg, Director of Development. Your support is tremendously valued.

NEWS | Spring 2018 Event Schedule Available

Be the first to know about all our exciting spring programming. Download our new spring events and exhibitions brochure, or pick one up at the Main Library or Special Collections.
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